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How Vancouver is protecting itself from future flooding —
with plants

ancouver’s narrative over the past two decades has often hinged on densi�cation — how to manage the rise of du

ey towers framed by distant green mountains. 

days ago  By: Stefan Labbé

inge Park wetland was built as part of the 2010 Winter Olympic Games Athletes Village in False Creek to manage two-
hirds of the neighbourhoods stormwater. The low-lying neighbourhood is a very high risk of flooding due to rising seas
nd extreme rainfall events, according to hazard mapping from Vancouver Coastal Health and UBC. | City of
ancouver
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ut with every megaton of carbon dioxide belched into the atmosphere, the risk of rising seas and increasingly

eavy rainfall has pushed the region toward letting more of that forest creep back into the city. 

nown as “green infrastructure,” the idea is to simulate a natural water cycle wiped out from decades of city

uilding. Besides the aesthetic bene�ts of more green space, positive spin-offs include mitigating �ood levels,

eaning tainted rainwater for aquatic species and a general urban cooling effect that regulates temperatures at th

eight of summer.

n the old days, it was 'scoop the water up and send it down these pipes.' Now, with climate change, we have to

store these old systems,” said Melina Schole�eld, the City of Vancouver’s manager of green infrastructure

mplementation. 

hat’s the whole paradigm shift.” 

om Hope to Richmond, British Columbians have destroyed or buried at least 117 streams along the Lower Frase

ver. Another 50 per cent of streams are endangered due to human activity, and many more have been channelize

diverted to make room for everything from farms and shopping malls to roads and condo towers.

hat’s had massive implications for salmon. Between 1980 and 2014, the Fraser averaged 9.6 million sockeye

turns annually, but the last two years saw some of the worst returns in the river’s history, bottoming out at

85,000 in 2019, the lowest since record-keeping began in 1893.

http://coastal.climatecentral.org/map/10/-122.898/49.1865/?theme=sea_level_rise&map_type=coastal_dem_comparison&basemap=roadmap&contiguous=true&elevation_model=best_available&forecast_year=2050&pathway=rcp45&percentile=p50&return_level=return_level_1&slr_model=kopp_2014&utm_campaign=burnaby%20now&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=burnaby%20now
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ocalized �ooding like this seen near Still Creek in Burnaby in 2018 is only likely to become more common as climate change

ads to heavier rainfall and rising seas. By Cornelia Naylor/Burnaby Now

st month, a study out of Simon Fraser University (SFU) found more urban design standards around green

frastructure are needed to protect Fraser River salmon from toxic stormwater that eventually empties into river

nd streams. Enforcement, the study found, was lacking at the provincial level.

s we face climate changes, there are going to be more intense rainstorms. This is part of the solution,” said Adeel

afar, an SFU professor who runs the Paci�c Water Research Centre at the school.

eyond lowering future �ood levels in neighbourhoods like Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside and False Creek, Zafa

id green roofs, permeable pavement and strategically placed matrices of soil and plants have been shown to

minate more than 90 per cent of pollutants running off roadways before they hit a stream or river.

he problem, said Zafar, “How can it be implemented at a larger scale?”

ANCOUVER MOST AMBITIOUS, BUT STILL FALLING SHORT

or nearly three years, Zadar’s team has been working with several municipalities across Metro Vancouver to push

e region toward an urban landscape dominated by green infrastructure.

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/4352804ebb4b4765b7b9b25745bfce19?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
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While the North Shore and Surrey have had some success with small pilot projects, Zadar said Vancouver has led

e way in the region, installing 46 pieces of green infrastructure since 2017 when it launched its Rain City Strateg

any of those are small-scale rain gardens that use bio-engineered soils and plants hardy enough to withstand

ought and �ood. 

ther examples can be found in a 1.2-kilometre bike path on Richards Street, where roughly 100 trees sit above a

omplex system of bio-soils; or at Hinge Park in Vancouver’s Olympic Village, where a “rainwater wetland” was

stalled in the lead up to the 2010 Olympic Games. 

When a storm hits, rain doesn’t shoot across a road and into a storm drain. Instead, carefully chosen plants and soi

bsorb at least 48 millimetres of rainfall a day, slowly releasing the water underground or giving it a chance to

vaporate back into the atmosphere.

o amount of infrastructure can control how much rain falls from the sky. But in the same way social distancing ha

ept hospitals from getting overwhelmed with COVID-19 patients during the pandemic, green infrastructure mak

similar promise to mitigate the worst effects of �ooding. 

t’s not so much reducing the volume entering the system, but when it enters the system,” said Zafar. “This green

frastructure sort of �attens the curve.” 

deluge of rainwater might enter the sewer system in six hours through traditional storm drains and pipes; a

attened curve might spread it over a couple of days, taking pressure off already over�owing manholes.

https://www.nsnews.com/in-the-community/north-shore-rain-garden-project-demonstrates-natural-technology-3107572?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
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A rain garden planted at Capilano Mall in North Vancouver slows rainwater runoff from entering the sewer system and

erwhelming infrastructure. Though seemingly low-tech, the engineered gardens are expected to play a key role in preventing

mate-induced �ooding and cleaning tainted city water for �sh. By Ben Bengtson/North Shore News

evelopers have also experimented with high-pro�le green roof designs, like those found on the top of the

ancouver Convention Centre or the new Mountain Equipment Co-op building near the corner of East Second and

uebec Street. 

hough often touted as signs of a green future, Vancouver — and indeed the rest of the Metro area — is still

owhere near even its own goals: City council has adopted a 2050 target that would see rainfall �ltered through

een infrastructure across 40 per cent of Vancouver’s land area.

o achieve that ambitious target, Schole�eld said it will require both 100 per cent adoption in new builds and

despread building retro�ts on a magnitude we’re not even close to achieving.

hould we envision a post-apocalyptic city where the forest has taken over? No, said Schole�eld. Green

frastructure drains city streets at a roughly one-to-20 ratio. That means three well-placed square metres of soil

nd plants can �lter water from an area roughly equivalent to the average single-bedroom apartment in downtow

ancouver (600 square feet in 2020).

https://www.vancouverisawesome.com/vancouver-news/green-roof-mowing-vancouver-convention-centre-1940610?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
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t’s not that we’re paving the whole street green,” explained Schole�eld. “But we most de�nitely have a long ways 

o.”

andscaping crews mow the green roof at Vancouver Convention Centre. It takes about two weeks to trim and mow the six-

res living roof, the biggest of its kind in Canada. Developers need to incorporate such designs into 100 per cent of new builds

ncouver is to reach its 2050 green infrastructure targets, say staff. By Dan Toulgoet

HE SEATTLE MODEL

ancouver is far from the �rst city to roll out such back-to-nature solutions to dampen the effects of climate

ange. 

the United States, a strict regulatory system requires cities to meet certain clean water milestones, punishing

cal governments with sometimes $10,000 �nes for a single sewer over�ow, Zadar told Glacier Media. That

gulatory stick has pushed cities as diverse as Detroit, Milwaukee and Washington, D.C., to simultaneously pursu

ggressive green and traditional mega-infrastructure plans.  

n B.C., it’s kind of a long-term multi-decadal view,” said Schole�eld. “That is a big challenge for our city. We are

evaluating this: how do we accelerate our efforts?”

here is a real sense of urgency, both to get ahead of climate-induced �ooding and to save dwindling aquatic

ecies, like salmon. 

December, a groundbreaking study out of Washington State found particles shed by aging vehicle tires were the

ng-sought fatal source leading to mass die-offs of adult coho salmon. The culprit: a preservative called 6PPD-

https://ensia.com/features/flooding-increase-cities-live-with-water-green-stormwater-infrastructure/?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
https://greatlakes.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/AGL_GSI_CaseStudy_Milwaukee_FIN.pdf?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
https://www.npr.org/local/305/2021/04/28/991576624/d-c-water-just-finished-digging-a-5-mile-tunnel-100-feet-below-the-city?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/371/6525/185?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
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uinone, added to prevent damage to tire rubber from ozone. Filter out the preservative with the right kind of

ant-soil mixture and many of those deaths could be avoided, say researchers. 

eattle, an early adopter of green infrastructure, is already way ahead of its Cascadian sister to the north. 

Whereas Vancouver’s combined green infrastructure projects �lter roughly 32 million litres of rainwater every

ear, in 2020, Seattle’s rain gardens and bio-soils slowed down, cleaned and redirected over 1.5 trillion litres of

inwater, nearly 47 times that of Vancouver.

Seattle’s drive to �lter 700 million gallons of rainwater a year through green infrastructure by 2025, Zadar

id policymakers have found a way to ramp up rain gardens by getting communities involved. 

You can connect to the elementary school saying we’re going to use your open space,” said Zadar. “Neighbours get

xcited about that and you see that peer scaling up.”

oanna Ashworth, director of professional programs and partnerships at SFU’s faculty of environment, oversees a group of

lunteer green thumbs during a demonstration of the North Shore Rain Garden Project at Capilano Mall, Sept. 21, 2019.

ncouver is looking to move beyond such pilot projects so that by 2050, 40 per cent of all land area will �lter through green

rastructure. By Ben Bengtson/North Shore News

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/371/6525/185?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
https://orionmagazine.org/article/water-works/?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
https://700milliongallons.org/the-goal/?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
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oney doesn’t hurt either. Seattle’s King County and public utility offer rebates and mini-grants that provide up to

1,500 to homeowners and businesses looking to install a rain garden on their property, and up to $4,500 for low-

come people and non-pro�ts. 

ut it’s not all from the bottom up. Regulation and accountability can also be a powerful catalyst to mobilize

stem-wide industry change, and multi-year descent decrees handed down from the U.S. Environmental

rotection Agency will force a city’s hand. Metro Vancouver, said Schole�eld, can learn from that. 

t the same time, some cracks have emerged in the U.S. model, she said. 

ecause of decade-long time frames to get things done, many cities in the U.S. end up defaulting to big grey water

tchment basins — like expansive underground over�ow tunnels — instead of rolling out hundreds of smaller gree

tration systems that slow down rainfall before it overwhelms a sewer system.

When one multi-billion dollar project fails, the results can be catastrophic. And as climate change induces heavier

infall, Schole�eld said some cities will cross a threshold where building massive pieces of infrastructure won’t be

nough. 

You can only make them so big,” said the Vancouver head of green infrastructure. “Most big cities have �gured out

ou can’t build your way out of traf�c congestion. You can’t do it with water either.” 

OVERNMENT ABSENT SINCE THE GREAT RECESSION

big reason why Metro Vancouver is falling behind cities like Seattle on green infrastructure comes down to

nforcement, concluded an April 2021 study conducted by SFU researcher Andrea McDonald.

cDonald examined 265 government documents related to water policies at the federal, provincial, municipal and

rst Nations level. From there, she analyzed how they lined up with a benchmark eco-certi�cation to protect urba

lmon populations.

verall, the report found local governments in Burnaby, North Vancouver, Surrey, Vancouver and Delta adhered

latively well to the Salmon-Safe Urban standards, a voluntary certi�cation program for developers, contractors

nd land managers to protect Paci�c salmon habitat and improve water quality.  

However,” noted the report, “confusion frequently exists about what role each level of the government plays in

ch stage of the development process.”

ccording to interviews McDonald conducted with several policymakers, the B.C. government used to play a

igni�cant role” in managing discussions around green infrastructure and how to manage rainwater in B.C. cities.

ut after the 2008 �nancial crisis, “civil servants were no longer allowed to travel to meetings or attend workshop

he gradual retreat of provincial involvement in rainwater and urban watershed health management left a gap

here there once was central authority providing guidance and clarity regarding the expectations and

onsequences for non-compliance,” concluded her report.

https://700milliongallons.org/rainwise/eligibility/?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
https://www.12000raingardens.org/gsi-mini-grants/?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/environment/ct-heavy-rains-sewage-chicago-20200515-4rxpjn7hargw3avja6igpvwgxu-story.html?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
https://slate.com/business/2019/01/chicagos-deep-tunnel-is-it-the-solution-to-urban-flooding-or-a-cautionary-tale.html?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
https://www.sfu.ca/content/dam/sfu/pwrc/PDFs/Full%20Report.pdf?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
https://salmonsafe.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/salmonsafe-urban-dev-standards-version-3.pdf?utm_source=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_campaign=pique%20newsmagazine&utm_medium=referral
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rivate developers, meanwhile, were found to regularly treat green infrastructure as an afterthought, leading to th

aphazard rollout of projects. 

A downtown Vancouver rainwater tree trench doubles as a 1.2-km bike path on Richards Street. Once completed, the project

ll divert stormwater into the below-ground trenches to slowly �lter water into the storm sewer system. By City of Vancouve

chole�eld said Vancouver has had its own growing pains. Though it has an over 20-year history installing green

frastructure, until 2018, it was rarely done systematically and did not use geotechnical studies to understand ho

st water could penetrate the ground underfoot. 

he good news is we get to learn from our peers. We get to leapfrog a bit,” she said.

ver the last three years, Schole�eld said some of the biggest hurdles have been simple regulations grandfathered

from another era. In Vancouver, for example, you can’t install green infrastructure within three metres of a

inking water pipe. But with pipes coursing under one side of so many of the city’s streets, that means half the roa

etwork is off-limits.

eanwhile, direction from Metro Vancouver, and ultimately the province, is up in the air as the regional body

pdates its Regional Liquid Waste Management Plan. What comes out of that will lay the regulatory groundwork

r green infrastructure going forward.

We know how to design it,” said Schole�eld. “What we’re aimed at now is making it mainstream.” 


